ENLIGHTENED, FILLED WITH GOD'S HOLY SPIRIT, EMPOWEREDTO STAY FREE FROM EVERY DECEPTION,
FROM DRUGS, AND AT HIS APPEARING FILL YOU WITH ALL VIRTUES TO YOUR EVERLASTING JOY! AMEN.

I have reread this revelation I typed a couple decades ago and want to clarify it further so as not to be
misunderstood. In the entire revelation what I saw and experienced was so much larger than these few
pages indicate. The kingdom of hell was shown to me like a giant serpent whose mouth was open and
whose coils were overlaid as the coiled walkway I describe in the Pit, the Abyss. Understand this is a
spiritual revelation of the kingdom of hell; I am NOT describing the actual place of hell but how the
kingdom of hell exists on earth and the function of the two kingdoms on earth at odds with one another.
That is the kingdom of God exists here and also the kingdom of hell and that is really what the Battle of
Armageddon is all about. As I was shown the serpents mouth opened I saw all the bars and nightclubs
on earth as the physical representation of the serpents mouth being opened. In other words as people
went to those places they were walking into satan's/the serpent's open mouth and entering into dark
places and the kingdom of hell. From drinking soon many were doing the things they know, deep inside
by the conscience our Creator gave them, were wrong such as drugs and all other sins. The longer they
spent in the kingdom of hell, in the serpent's coils the deeper many of them would descend (not all
some would pop in and out of his open mouth, some would stay in the bars mostly and not descend to
depths of crime and depravity very far; but many would.) When I say higher up in the pit coils was more
danger it is that I am saying at the serpent's head was that spirit of error, satanil, deceiving all in his
coils, in the Abyss, in the dark pit, and that evil emanated from the serpents head at the top of the pit.
But what I was simultaneously shown was that the bars themselves did not have such a dreadful feeling
of evil as deeper down in the pit where more violent crimes took place more often and more dangerous
drugs and where most of the inhabitants looked liked armed gangsters and long defiled, lying, deceitful,
murderous whores, who would do just about anything for drugs or evil thrills, including murder their
victims, destroy families, and abort their unwanted babies regularly. In other words I could feel the
source of the evil coming from the head of the serpent as I wrote higher up in the pit where his head
was but also it got worse deeper down in the pit where long time residents of the kingdom of hell often
had short, violent, evil lives on earth and extremely toxic dangerous drugs, and harder poisonous liquor
was used more than proper food and water by these so held captive by their sins deep in the coils of the
snake. The waitress was like a light drug pusher; who actually didn't like the danger she would
encounter as she wandered in the pit/ kingdom of hell and tried to avoid the gangsters but couldn't
because much of the drugs on her tray came through them and their violent crimes. Also not many were
floating in the pit like I was observing the kingdom of hell and deceit in action and looking for ways to
tell the inhabitants to escape before either their door in the pit shut (they died unrepentant) or that the
snake closed its mouth (caught in the kingdom of hell at the Glorious Return of our Lord Jesus Christ).
So the danger of the pit, the toxic levels of the drugs, the degree of horrible sins, correlated with the
inhabitants of the pit and just how far DOWN in the depths they were choosing to exist. The only reason
the evil felt strongest at the very top of the pit was that satan could not hide his presence from me as
the head of his kingdom like he did to the wandering souls who ambled into his open mouth in all the
bars and nightclubs on earth and where most of them then started to learn of more sins and worse
intoxicants that kept them deceived and in darkness; not thinking about reality, God or Truth. I wrote
this because I had dreams in which I saw skeptics talking on television so just what is hell really like (they
were mocking all the various testimonies about hell). They were saying so what is it? Is it in the shape of
a person? (Mary K. Baxter "A Divine Revelation of Hell"), Is it like a snake? Is it a bottomless pit? Is it a
lake of fire? Is it a burning star? just what is hell? is it a place of demons and darkness? is it flames of

fire? does it have cages? doors? and laughingly suggesting people were all just imagining and
hallucinating and citing all the testimonies for their scoffing conclusions. When in fact, the revelations
that come from God often appear different but essentially mean the same thing. (like the dream
Pharoah had when God showed him cows and corn while the two appeared to be different they were
actually describing the same thing in reality http://biblehub.com/genesis/41-5.htm) and it's the same
thing God revealed to me about how the Book of Revelation is written and how that it talks about the
same things in many different visions, revelations, ways of expressing them to us.
http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChronologica
lExistenceExplained.pdf
In the same way revelations about the kingdom of hell may sound different but essentially all indicate
the same thing. It's a dreadful place, a real place, and also a dreadful state of being, a place you don't
want to exist in now or when you "die". Likewise the Kingdom of Heaven may sound differently when
described by those who have visited in beyond and back experiences but are all essentially telling the
same thing that Heaven is a wonderful place, a real place, and also a wonderful state of being, a place
you DO want to exist in now and when you "die". And so God has His Messengers descend into the
depths of hell; by wandering into the dark places of the world and telling the captives there that the
Messiah has the keys to loose their chains that bind them there! to set them free! to lift them out of the
pit! to break all vile addictions that are destroying them and their loved ones! to lift them up RIGHT
NOW into Heavenly Places and cause them to Love Life and see the wonders of the Universe through
the eyes of GOD! So He commanded us, to prayerfully, tearfully, with compassion, knowing we were
once held there captive ourselves; to say to each and every soul still trapped by satan's lies and evil
ways, to cry out for Mercy to the Living God, to Call Upon even from the depths of darkness your soul is
barely alive in the Resurrected Jesus Christ (YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH)! To do it right now! No matter
what you've done, no matter how bad or how evil, no matter how you might be thinking there is no
hope for you; even if you're thinking you're damned for selling your soul to the devil and are destined to
burn in hell, all messengers of God are telling you plainly, we all agree, that our SAVIOR, our LORD, is our
ONLY HOPE, THERE IS NONE OF US SO RIGHTEOUS THAT WE THINK WE DESERVE TO GO TO HEAVEN!
And He is your only hope as well! CALL UPON HIM NOW! HE HAS THE POWER TO LIFT YOU UP! TO SET
YOU FREE! TO RAISE YOU UP AND CHANGE YOU INTO SOMEONE EXCELLENT! He suffered for us ALL
upon the Cross; for us ALL! Please tell Him you're grateful for that Loving Sacrifice! Please tell Him Now!
Amen.

